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Description New 2024 Forest River RV Wildwood 28FKG Forest River Wildwood travel trailer
28FKG highlights: Versa-Tilt Custom King Bed Full Rear Bath Exterior Camp
Kitchen Oversized Refrigerator Bedroom Desk Dual Entry Doors   Grab your honey
or your best camping friend for fun weekends in this travel trailer. There are two
slide outs providing you with more space to relax, plus a front kitchen with ample
counter space. The bar top with four stools will provide a place to dine each
morning, and the theater seat will be perfect for relaxing in the evenings. The
middle master bedroom includes a king bed, a desk with TV prep above where
you can work away from home if needed, and even a closet with washer and dryer
prep if you plan to go RVing full-time! This model also includes a spacious full rear
bath with its own exterior entry door, a walk-in shower, a linen closet for clean
towels, and recessed storage for necessities. Don't overlook the exterior with its
camp kitchen, 20' awning, and Versa garage for luggage, fishing poles, and more!
  Enjoy years and years of memories with any one of these Forest River Wildwood
travel trailers! They are built with a Dicor PVC roof membrane, a powder coated I-
beam frame, and an aerodynamic front radius profile for an easier tow. The triple
seal slide out system prevents water from seeping inside and keeps it outside
where it belongs. The Best In Class Value Package includes upgraded designer
furniture, seamless countertops with no T-mold, and two zone residential
soundbars with FM, Bluetooth, HDMI and USB. You will also appreciate the
heated and enclosed Accessi-Belly with removable underbelly panels, the power
tongue jack with an LED light, and the designated CPAP storage. Some new
upgraded features include: an upgraded slide-out fascia, a Versa-Tilt bed, an
upgraded shower head, and a 60K BTU tankless water heater, and so much more!
Rear Bath|Two Entry/Exit Doors|Front Kitchen|Outdoor Kitchen
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2024 Wildwood 28FKG $56,539.55
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 2417
VIN Number: 586-2417
Condition: New
Length: 386
Sleeps: 2
Slideouts: 2
Exterior Color: White

Item address 7211 E ST RD 46, 47006, Batesville, Indiana, United States
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